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1. Introduction: the new research agenda of inequality 

Bhaduri and Marglin’s (B&M, 1990) paper, “Unemployment and the real wage: the 

economic basis for contesting political ideologies”, has become a Post Keynesian classic. 

Building on earlier work by Rowthorn (1982), Taylor (1983), and Dutt (1984), B&M 

introduced the distinction between wage-led, profit-led, and conflictive growth regimes.2 

B&M’s analytical focus was the impact of the real wage and the wage share on 

unemployment and growth, which has long been a central concern of macroeconomics. 

The traditional macroeconomic frame has classical economists claiming that a higher real 

                                                           
1 The author thanks an anonymous referee for comments and retains all responsibility for errors. 
2 Bhaduri and Marglin (1990) use the terminology of stagnationist, exhilarationist, and conflictive. Dutt 
(1984) deserves special recognition. In his model, if the Keynesian expenditure multiplier stability condition 
holds, the economy can only be wage-led or conflictive. Bhaduri and Marglin reformulated investment 
spending to depend on the profit share rather than the profit rate, which then enables the economy to be 
potentially profit-led. However, the microeconomic rationale for this formulation is open to question. 
Blecker (2002, p.135-138) has a comprehensive discussion of this issue.   
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wage lowers employment by reducing firms’ demand for labor as determined by the 

marginal product of labor schedule, while Keynesian economists claim it can increase 

employment by increasing aggregate demand. B&M sought to resituate this historic debate 

in a Keynes-Kalecki aggregate demand framework. According to that framework, the 

Keynesian position remains that a higher real wage and wage share can increase 

employment by increasing aggregate demand. However, the classical position is 

reinterpreted as an argument that a higher real wage and wage share can reduce 

employment by lowering the profit share and investment spending. 

The focus on real wages and the wage share reflected the political economy 

concerns of the 1970s and 1980s. This was a period of significant labor – capital conflict, 

marked by the rise of neoliberalism which aimed to tame labor and shift the distribution of 

income toward capital. Since then the focus of concern has shifted to income inequality, 

which has increased dramatically during the neoliberal era (i.e. late 1970s to the present) as 

documented in Piketty’s (2014) blockbuster best-seller, Capital in the Twenty-First 

Century. This increase in income inequality has triggered a second generation research 

agenda (see for instance Carvalho and Rezai, 2015), that aims to explain both the cause of 

increased income inequality and the impact of inequality of growth. 

This paper explores the relationship between income inequality and growth, using a 

modified version of the B&M model developed by Palley (2005, 2014a, 2015a, 2015b). 

The B&M model only addresses issues concerning the functional distribution of income 

(i.e. the wage – profit share), rendering it unable to address inequality which depends on 

the personal distribution of income. The modified model shows how the functional 

distribution of income is transformed into personal income distribution.  
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The paper explores the different channels of impact of income distribution on 

growth and inequality in the neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge growth models, which are the 

two core Post Keynesian growth models. For each model, the paper analyzes the impact of 

income distribution in the short run (when wealth ownership is fixed) and the long run 

(when wealth ownership is endogenously determined).  

The relationship between growth and inequality can be negative or positive, 

depending on the economy’s characteristics. Contrary to widespread claims, inequality per 

se does not impact growth. Instead, both growth and inequality are impacted by changes in 

the underlying form and pattern of income payments. 

2. The structure of income distribution and inequality 

The starting point of the analysis is the structure of income distribution. Figure 1 describes 

the structure of income distribution in the B&M model. Income is divided into profits and 

wages, with the profit and wage share being determined by firms’ mark-up in accordance 

with Kaleckian mark-up pricing theory. All profit income accrues to capitalists, and all 

wage income accrues to workers. This pattern reflects two assumptions. First, capitalists 

are assumed to receive no labor income (wages). Second, workers are assumed to consume 

all their income and have zero saving. Since workers save nothing, they have no ownership 

share and receive no share of profits. The corollary of that is capitalists receive all profit 

income. 
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Figure 1. Income and wealth distribution in the Bhaduri – Marglin model.
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Figure 2 describes an alternative structure of income and wealth distribution as 

used by Palley (2005, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a, 2015b). There are two critical changes from 

Figure 1. First, capitalists are identified as capitalist-managers and they receive some wage 

income in their role as managers. Second, workers have a positive propensity to save so 

that they own part of the capital stock (wealth) and therefore receive a share of profits.  

Figure 2. Income and wealth distribution in the Palley model.
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The equations of income, income distribution, and wealth ownership are as follows: 

(1) Y = W + Π 
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(2) W = [1-z]Y 

(3) Π = zY 

(4) φK + φL = 1                  0 < φK < 1, 0 < φL < 1 

(5) σK + σL = 1                  σK > σL, φK < φL , σK > φK, σL < φL  

Y = income, W = wage bill, Π = profits, z = profit share of income, φK = 

capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill, φL = workers’ share of the wage bill, σK = 

capitalist-managers’ ownership share, and σL = workers’ ownership share. The inequality 

restrictions on wage and ownership shares ensure that capitalist-managers own the bulk of 

the capital stock and get the bulk of their income from profits, while workers get the bulk of 

their income from wages. 

The worker household and capitalist-manager household share of income 

distribution are given respectively by 

(6) yW = [φLW + σLΠ]/Y 

(7) yK = [φKW + σKΠ]/Y 

yW = worker household income share, yK = capitalist-manager household income share. 

Equations (6) and (7) can be viewed as describing the personal distribution of income in an 

economy with two types of household. 

By appropriate substitution, using equations (1) – (7), it can then be shown 

(8) yW + yK = 1 

(9) yW = φL[1 – z] + σLz 

(10) yK = φK[1 – z] + σKz 

Equations (9) and (10) determine the personal distribution of income in Figure 2. They 

contrast with the personal distribution of income in Figure 1 which is given by  
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(9.a) yW = [1 – z] 

(10.a) yK = z 

Worker household income share is equal to the wage share, while capitalist-manager 

household income share is equal to the profit share. In the B&M model the personal 

distribution of income is therefore identical to the functional distribution of income.  

The next step is to define income inequality which, for a two type household 

economy, is defined as the ratio of household incomes and is given by 

(11) ψ = yK/yW  

ψ = index of income inequality. For a given level of total income, increased capitalist 

household income raises income inequality, while increased worker household income 

lowers income inequality. For the B&M model, income inequality is given by 

(11.a) ψ = z/[1 – z]  

The functional distribution of income uniquely determines the level of income inequality. 

For the Palley model, income inequality is given by 

(11.b) ψ ={φK[1 – z] + σKz}/{φL[1 – z] + σLz} 

Now, income inequality depends on the functional distribution of income, the division of 

the wage bill, and the ownership distribution of the capital stock. 

Table 1 shows the signs of the comparative static responses of the index of income 

inequality with respect to changes in the underlying parameters determining income 

inequality. These signings use the restrictions imposed earlier on ownership and wage bill 

shares. A higher profit share (lower wage share) increases inequality by increasing 

capitalist-managers’ share of income. A higher worker ownership share of the capital stock 

(lower capitalist-manager ownership share) lowers income inequality, as does a higher 
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worker wage bill share (lower capitalist-manager wage bill share). 

Table 1. Comparative static responses of income inequality.

dz > 0 dφL > 0 dφK > 0 dσL > 0 dσK > 0

dψ + - + - +

3. Inequality and growth in the neo-Kaleckian model: the short run 

The next step is specification of the neo-Kaleckian growth model, which is given by 

(12) I/K = I = α0 + α1u + α2z + α3π             α0 > 0, α1 > 0, α2 > 0, α3 > 0 

(13) π = zu 

(14) S = SK + SL 

(15) SK = βK{[1-φL][1-z]u + [1-σL]zu}                     0 < βL < βK < 1 

(16) SL = βL{φL[1-z]u + σLzu}                               0 < βL < 1 

(17) I = S 

(18) g = I/K 

I = investment, K = capital stock, u = capacity utilization rate (Y/K), π = profit rate (Π/K), 

S = aggregate saving per unit of capital, SK = capitalist-managers’ saving per unit of capital, 

SL = workers’ saving per unit of capital, βK = capitalist-managers’ propensity to save, and βL 

= workers’ propensity to save.  

Equation (12) determines the rate of capital accumulation which is a positive 

function of capacity utilization, the profit share and the profit rate. The inclusion of both a 

profit share and a profit rate effect is necessary to ensure that the economy can exhibit 
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profit-led behavior while simultaneously satisfying the Keynesian expenditure multiplier 

stability condition. Blecker (2002, p.137) terms this the “strong profit share effect”.   

Equation (13) determines the profit rate which equals the product of the profit share 

and the rate of capacity utilization. The profit share is assumed to be determined in 

accordance with Kaleckian distribution theory and is a positive function of firms’ power to 

set the price mark-up. That power can reflect both goods market monopoly power and 

labor market bargaining power.3 Equation (14) defines the aggregate saving rate which is 

determined by capitalist-manager and worker saving. Equation (15) determines capitalist 

saving out of their share of wage and profit income, while equation (16) determines 

workers’ saving out of their share of wage and profit income. Equation (17) is the dynamic 

IS condition that ensures goods market clearing and investment - saving balance. Equation 

(18) determines the growth rate which is equal to the rate of capital accumulation. For 

simplicity, depreciation is assumed to be zero so that the distinction between gross and net 

capital formation can be ignored. 

Combing equations (14), (15), and (16) yields: 

(19) S = βL{φL[1-z]u + σLzu} + βK{[1-φL][1-z]u + [1-σL]zu} 

Differentiating (19) with respect to z, φL, and σL yields 

dS/dz = [βL - βK][σL - φL]u > 0 

dS/dφL = [βL - βK][1-z]u < 0 

dS /dσL = [βL - βK]zu < 0 

An increase in the profit share increases aggregate saving. As workers receive a smaller 

share of profits than they do of wages (σL < φL), a higher profit share transfers income from 

                                                           
3 In the Kaleckian model prices are a mark-up over normal labor costs per unit of output and the profit share 
is given by z = m/[1 + m] where m = the mark-up. The price of output is given by p = [1 + m]w/a where p = 
price, w = nominal wage, and a = normal labor productivity 
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workers to capitalist-managers, and the latter have a higher propensity to save. An increase 

in workers’ share of the wage bill transfers wage income from high-saving 

capitalist-managers to lower saving workers, causing aggregate saving to fall. An increase 

in workers’ ownership share transfers profit income from high-saving capitalist-managers 

to lower saving workers, causing aggregate saving to fall. 

The B&M neo-Kaleckian growth model has three regimes: wage-led, conflictive, 

and profit-led. These regimes refer to the impact of an exogenous change in the profit 

share. In a wage-led regime, a higher profit share lowers capacity utilization and growth. In 

a conflictive regime, a higher profit share lowers capacity utilization but increases growth. 

In a profit-led regime, a higher profit share raises capacity utilization and growth. The 

different regimes can be characterized by reference to the slope of the IS schedule in [u, z] 

space. A wage-led regime is characterized by a relatively flat negatively sloped IS; a 

conflictive regime is characterized by a relatively steep negatively sloped IS; and a 

profit-led regime is characterized by a positively sloped IS.  

The full expression for the IS schedule is derived from equations (12), (17) and (19) 

and is given by 

(20) α0 + α1u + α2z + α3zu = βL{φL[1-z]u + σLzu} + βK{[1-φL][1-z]u + [1-σL]zu} 

Its slope is: 

dz/du = [Su – Iu]/[Iz – Sz] ={βL{φL[1 - z] + σLz} + βK{[1 - φL][1 - z]+[1 - σL]z} - α1 - α3z}/ 

                                {α2 + {α3 - βL{σL - φL} - βK{[1 - σL] -[1 - φL]}}u} The 

slope depends on all three distributional parameters (z, φL, and σL). If the Keynesian 

multiplier stability condition (Su – Iu > 0) holds, the numerator is positive and the sign of 

the slope of the IS depends exclusively on the sign of the denominator. The economy is 
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wage-led or conflictive if the denominator is negative, and profit-led if it is positive. 

Changes in the profit share (z) have no effect on the denominator so that changes in the 

functional distribution of income have no impact on whether an economy is wage-led or 

profit-led. Increases in workers’ ownership share (σL) increase the denominator, making it 

more likely that it is positive and the economy is profit-led. Increases in workers’ wage 

share (φL) reduce the denominator, making it more likely that it is negative and the 

economy is wage-led.  

We are now in a position to examine the relationship between growth and 

inequality. The first step is to examine the relationship in the short run, which is defined as 

a situation in which ownership shares of the capital stock are exogenously given. Later, we 

will examine the long run relationship which allows ownership shares to vary 

endogenously in response to differences in household relative saving rates. 

Figure 3 describes a wage-led economy. The northeast quadrant shows a relatively 

flat negatively sloped IS schedule (equation (20)) and profit share function (equation (13)) 

which is denoted PP. For simplicity, the profit share is assumed to be exogenous and 

independent of the rate of capacity utilization. The southeast quadrant shows the 

accumulation function (equation (18)), which is denoted GG and determines the rate of 

growth as a positive function of the rate of capacity utilization. The northwest quadrant 

shows the level of inequality as a function of the profit share (equation (11.b)). The 

function is denoted ΨΨ and the relationship is positive, with a higher profit share 

generating increased inequality. 
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Figure 3. The neo-Kaleckian model with an index of inequality for a wage-led economy.
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The model and Figure 3 can now be used to understand the relationship between 

inequality and growth. The first experiment is an increase in aggregate demand growth due 

to a lower capitalist-manager propensity to save (βK) or a lower worker propensity to save 

(βW). As illustrated in Figure 4, each of these changes shifts the IS right, increasing 

capacity utilization and growth while leaving inequality unchanged. There is therefore no 

trade-off between equality and growth. The growth – inequality locus is therefore a vertical 

line. 
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Figure 4. The effect of stronger demand growth on growth and inequality in a wage-led 
economy.
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The second experiment is an increase in aggregate demand growth due to improved 

animal spirits (α0). Once again this shifts the IS right but it also shifts the growth function 

in the southeast quadrant. Consequently, growth increases even more due to the 

combination of increased animal spirits, increased capacity utilization, and an increased 

profit rate. However, inequality is again unaffected. 

The third experiment is an increase in the profit share due to increase in the price 

mark-up. Such an increase may be due to either increased firm monopoly power or 

decreased worker bargaining power. As illustrated in Figure 5, this shifts up the PP 

function, and also shifts (α2z effect) and rotates (α3zu effect) the growth function in the 

southeast quadrant. The net result is lower growth because the economy is wage-led and 

increased inequality, so that the growth inequality relationship traced out in the southwest 

quadrant is negatively sloped. Again there is no trade-off between equality and growth 

because lower inequality (greater equality) from a lower profit share actually increases 

growth. 
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Figure 5. The effect of an increased profit share on growth and inequality in a wage-led 
economy.
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A fourth set of experiments concerns the effect on growth and inequality of an 

increases in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill (φK) and ownership share(σK), 

which is equivalent to a reduction in workers’ share of the wage bill (φL) and ownership 

share(σL). As illustrated in Figure 6, both of these changes (ΔφK, ΔσK) reduce aggregate 

demand and shift the IS left in the northeast quadrant. They both also increase inequality 

and shift the inequality function left in the northwest quadrant. In both cases, the net result 

is inequality increases and growth decreases, generating a negatively sloped locus in the 

southwest quadrant. That means there is again no trade-off between equality and growth, 

and higher growth is associated with greater equality. 
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Similar experiments can be conducted for conflictive and profit-led economies. In a 

conflictive economy the IS schedule remains negatively sloped but the absolute value of 

the slope is greater. In a profit-led economy the IS schedule is positively sloped. Tables 3, 4 

and 5 summarize the comparative static effects of these experiments in wage-led, 

conflictive, and profit-led economies. The exogenous variables can be divided into 

macroeconomic parameters (α0, βK, βL) and distributional parameters (z, φK, σK). Increases 

in the macroeconomic parameters all have predicted Keynesian impacts on capacity 

utilization and growth in all regimes and have no impact on inequality. Increases in the 

distributional parameters all increase inequality in all regimes. Increasing 

capitalist-managers’ ownership share (decreasing workers’ ownership share) and 

increasing capitalist-managers’ wage bill share (decreasing workers’ wage bill share) 

increases inequality and lowers growth in all regimes so there is no equality – growth 

trade-off for these two distributional variables. 
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Table 2. Comparative static responses in a wage-led economy.

Wage-led dα0 dβK dβL dz dφK dσK

du + - - - - -

dg + - - - - -

dψ 0 0 0 + + +

du/dψ 0 0 0 - - -

dg/dψ 0 0 0 - - -
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Table 4. Comparative static responses in a profit-led economy.

Profit-led dα0 dβK dβL dz dφK dσK

du + - - + - -

dg + - - + - -

dψ 0 0 0 + + +

du/dψ 0 0 0 + - -

dg/dψ 0 0 0 + - -

 

A higher profit share increases inequality in all regimes, but its impact on capacity 

utilization and growth varies. In a wage-led regime it lowers both capacity utilization and 

growth. In a conflictive regime it lowers capacity utilization and raises growth, and in a 

profit-led regime it raises both capacity utilization and growth. That means there is an 

equality – growth trade-off in both conflictive and profit-led regimes, and also an equality 

– capacity utilization trade-off in profit-led regimes. 

Lastly, a critical feature revealed by the above analysis is that inequality per se does 

not impact either growth or capacity utilization. Mathematically speaking, the inequality 

index does not appear as an argument in the reduced form expressions for either capacity 

utilization or growth. 

Instead, inequality and growth are both impacted by common underlying structural 

factors determining the pattern of income payments (i.e. the mark-up and profit share, 

wage shares, and ownership shares) which cause co-movements that create the appearance 

of a functional relationship. The growth – inequality relationship is a locus and not a 
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function.  

Furthermore, the sign of the slope of the locus can change as it depends on the 

underlying impact factors causing the co-movement of inequality and growth. It also 

depends on the regime character. That means to talk of inequality negatively impacting 

growth is analytically inaccurate. Any impact stems from mal-distribution of the 

underlying components of national income which also increases inequality. 

4. Adding wage- and profit-squeeze effects to the neo-Kaleckian model 

So far it has been assumed that the profit share and mark-up are exogenous. This section 

endogenizes them and links the issue of inequality to the concepts of wage- and 

profit-squeeze. This helps further understand why the empirical relationship between 

inequality and growth is so difficult to analyze, and why it is difficult to make simple 

unambiguous statements about that relationship.  

There is an earlier 1970s Marxist literature (see for example Weiskopf, 1979) that 

framed the income distribution conflict in terms of profit-squeeze. This can be joined with 

the notion of wage-squeeze and both can incorporated into the neo-Kaleckian growth 

model by making the profit share a concave function of the rate of capacity utilization 

(Palley, 2014b), as follows: 

(21) z = Z(m(u, λ))    Zm > 0, mu > 0 if u < u*, mu = 0 if u = u*, mu < 0 if u > u*, mλ < 0 

λ = exogenous factor positively affecting firms’ product market monopoly power or labor 

market bargaining power. This formulation is illustrated in Figure 7.   
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Figure 7. The effect of stronger demand growth on growth and inequality in a wage-led 
economy with a concave profit share function.
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At low rates of capacity utilization the profit share is a positive function of capacity 

utilization, which generates a wage-squeeze zone. At high levels of capacity utilization the 

profit share is a negative function of capacity utilization, which generates a profit-squeeze 

zone. In between, there is a zone when the profit share holds roughly constant and is 

unaffected by capacity utilization. The economic logic is that at low capacity utilization 

increased demand gives firms additional market power to raise the mark-up, which 

squeezes the wage share. However, as capacity utilization increases, labor markets tighten 

and workers are able to claim a larger share of output and the mark-up falls. 

A concave non-linear profit function has important implications for the relationship 

between growth and inequality. At low rates of capacity utilization, stronger demand 

conditions (dα0 > 0, dβK < 0, dβL < 0) shift the IS right, which raises capacity utilization and 

growth. It also raises the profit share and inequality so that the relationship between growth 

and inequality is positive. At middling rates of capacity utilization, growth and capacity 

utilization increase but the mark-up and inequality are unchanged. Lastly, at high rates of 
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capacity utilization, growth and capacity utilization increase but the mark-up and 

inequality both fall. Consequently, the relationship between growth and inequality turns 

negative. These comparative static effects are shown in Table 5 and they hold for all 

regimes. 

Table 5. Comparative static responses to an increase in firms’ animal spirits and households’ 
propensity to save in an economy with wage- and profit-squeeze effects.

dα0 dβK dβL dα0 dβK dβL

du + - - + - -

dg + - - + - -

dψ + - - - + +

du/dψ + + + - - -

dg/dψ + + + - - -

u < u* u > u*

 

Graphically, as shown in the southwest quadrant of Figure 7, effect of a including 

wage- and profit-squeeze effects via a concave profit share function is to make the growth 

– inequality locus backward-bending in all regimes. The important implication is that, in 

the presence of a concave profit function, the growth – inequality relationship will depend 

on the rate of capacity utilization. Inequality will appear good for growth at low rates of 

capacity utilization, and bad for growth at high rates of capacity utilization. 

An increase in firms’ power (dλ > 0) shifts the profit share function (PP) up; shifts 

the inequality index function (ΨΨ) left; shifts the accumulation function (GG) down: and 

shifts the growth - inequality locus left. This experiment is analogous to the earlier 

experiment of increasing z. The sign of the comparative statics and the sign of the 
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inequality-growth locus depend on whether the economy is wage-led, conflictive or 

profit-led, and are the same as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. 

The concave profit share function also complicates the impact of an increase in 

capitalist-managers’ wage share or ownership share, rendering the impact on inequality 

potentially ambiguous. An increase in either (dφK > 0, dσK > 0) shifts the IS left, 

unambiguously lowering capacity utilization and growth. However, the overall impact on 

inequality is ambiguous. The direct effect is to increase inequality. At high rates of capacity 

utilization (u > u^), the fall in capacity utilization increases the profit share, which further 

increases inequality so that inequality rises unambiguously. At low rates of capacity 

utilization (u < u^), the fall in capacity utilization lowers the profit share so that the overall 

effect on inequality is ambiguous. These signings are shown in Table 6 and they hold for all 

regimes. 

Table 6. Comparative static responses in an economy with wage- and profit-squeeze 
effects to a change in wage bill and ownership shares.

dφK dσK dφK dσK

du - - - -

dg - - - -

dψ ? ? + +

du/dψ ? ? - -

dg/dψ ? ? - -

u < u^ u > u^

 The theoretical message is that the relationship between growth and inequality is 

not monotonic; can be positive or negative; and will depend on the structure of the 
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economy and the underlying cause of change in inequality. Theory cannot provide a simple 

unqualified statement about the relationship between growth and inequality. However, it 

can provide a more limited statement that a higher capitalist-manager ownership share or 

wage bill share will always lower capacity utilization and growth. 

5. Inequality and growth in the Cambridge model: the short run 

Neo-Kaleckian growth theory assumes capacity utilization is endogenous. In contrast, 

Cambridge growth theory (Pasinetti, 1962) assumes capacity utilization reverts to a normal 

rate (u*) that is determined by structural factors such as the nature of production technology 

and the volatility of demand. The Cambridge model is nested in the simple neo-Kaleckian 

model. All that is involved is reversing the neo-Kaleckian assumptions that capacity 

utilization is endogenous and the profit share is exogenous. However, doing this 

significantly changes growth – inequality outcomes, which shows the importance of theory 

and helps explain divisions among Post Keynesians.  

The equations of the model (equations (12) – (18)) are unchanged, but z is 

endogenous while u is exogenous and equal to the normal rate of capacity utilization. The 

model is illustrated in Figure 8. The northeast panel shows the saving and investment 

functions, with saving being more sensitive to the profit share to ensure stability (i.e. a 

small increase in the profit share generates a larger increase in saving). The logic of the 

model rests on Kaldor’s (1955/56) Keynesian theory of income distribution, whereby the 

profit share adjusts to balance saving and investment at normal capacity utilization. The 

southeast panel determines the rate of growth given the rate of capital accumulation, and 

the northwest panel determines the inequality index given the profit share.4 

                                                           
4 The model can also be represented with an IS schedule drawn in [u, z] space and a capacity utilization 
condition that imposes u = u*. If the Keynesian stability condition holds [Su > Iu], the IS schedule is negatively 
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Figure 8. The Cambridge model with an index of inequality.
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The exogenous variables are α0, βK, βL, φK, σK, and u. The effect of an increase in 

firms’ animal spirits (dα0 > 0) is shown in Figure 9. The investment function shifts right, 

raising the equilibrium rate of accumulation and growth. In the goods market, increased 

investment raises demand for output, raising the mark-up and profit share, which increases 

inequality5. The growth inequality locus is therefore positively sloped. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
sloped. However, the IS diagram does not lend itself to four quadrant analysis with a growth – inequality 
locus, so the paper works with a diagram using the underlying investment and saving functions. 
5 The mechanism can be thought of in terms of Marshallian price adjustment. If nominal wages are fixed, the 
price level jumps, thereby increasing the mark-up. Alternatively, if nominal wages are rising at a steady rate, 
the price level jumps and again increases the mark-up. Thereafter, the price level rises at the rate of nominal 
wage inflation.   
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Figure 9. The impact on growth and inequality of an increase in animal spirits in the 
Cambridge model.
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An increase in the propensity to save (dβK > 0, dβL > 0) shifts the saving function 

right, lowers the profit share, lowers inequality, and lowers accumulation and growth. The 

profit share falls because reduced output demand lowers the mark-up. 

An increase in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill (dφK > 0) increases 

saving and shifts the saving function right, as shown in Figure 10. That lowers the profit 

share and reduces the rate of accumulation and growth. The effect on inequality is 

ambiguous. On one hand, the higher capitalist-manager wage share increases inequality 

and shifts the inequality index function left. On the other hand, the resulting lower profit 

share reduces inequality. Figure 10 is drawn for the special case where the two effects 

cancel out and there is no impact on inequality. Given this ambiguity, the sign of the slope 

of inequality – growth locus is also ambiguous. The same results and economic logic hold 

for an increase in capitalist-managers ownership share (dσK > 0).  
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Figure 10. The effect of an increase in capitalist-managers’ wage bill share in the 
Cambridge model.
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 Lastly, an increase in the rate of normal capacity utilization (du > 0) is akin to an 

increase in the economy’s supply capacity. If saving is more sensitive to income than 

investment, in accordance with the Keynesian expenditure multiplier stability condition, 

the saving function shifts right by more than the investment function. The profit rate and 

profit share fall, which lowers the accumulation rate and growth, while inequality falls 

because of the lower profit share. 

In sum, as in the neo-Kaleckian model, inequality per se does not impact growth. 

Rather, both inequality and growth are impacted by common factors. Furthermore, as 

shown by inspection of Table 7, inequality and growth tend to be positively correlated, 

which implies Cambridge growth theory imposes a growth – equality trade-off. The reason 

is growth depends on the profit share, which is positively impacted by demand. That means 

taking measures to stimulate demand increases growth, but it also increases inequality via a 

higher profit share. Improving the distributional parameters increases demand and growth, 

but also unleashes an increase in the profit share that offsets (and may even reverse) the 
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initial distributional improvement. 

Table 7. Comparative static responses in the Cambridge model.

dα0 dβK dβL dφK dσK du

dg + - - - - -

dψ + - - ? ? -

dg/dψ + + + ? ? +

6. Inequality and growth in the neo-Kaleckian model: the long run 

Thus far, the analysis has been of a medium run character in that ownership shares have 

been held constant. However, ownership shares will change over time if households have 

differential saving rates. 

Building on earlier work by Dutt (1990), Palley (2012) analyzes the role of wealth 

and wealth distribution in the neo-Kaleckian model. In long-run equilibrium each group 

must be saving enough to finance a share of capital accumulation equal to its ownership 

share, thereby maintaining its ownership share.6 

For a two class economy the long run equilibrium conditions are given by 

     + +  +    +  +  +  +  + 
(22) I(u, α0 , z) = S(u, σK, φK, βK, βL) 
        + +  +     +  + +   + 
(23) σK I(u, α0 , z) = SK(u, σK, φK, βK) 
 
(24) g = I(u, α0 , z) 
          + +  + 

                                                           
6 This is where Pasinetti’s (1962) work becomes important. For a very long time Pasinetti’s Cambridge 
equation was widely misinterpreted as an IS goods market clearing equation, but it is not. It is an ownership 
equilibrium condition that has capitalists saving enough to maintain their ownership share.  
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(25) ψ = Ψ(z, φK, σK) 
 
Signs above functional arguments represent the signs of the partial derivatives. The long 

run endogenous variables are capacity utilization (u), capitalist-managers’ ownership share 

(σK). The growth rate (g), and inequality (ψ). 

Equation (22) is the equation of the IS schedule that ensures goods market 

equilibrium. Equation (23) is the Cambridge equation for an economy is which 

capitalist-managers also receive labor income (i.e. managerial pay). The Cambridge 

equation is often misunderstood to be the goods market equilibrium condition. However, as 

discussed by Palley (2012), it is an ownership share equilibrium condition that has the 

capitalist-manager class save the amount needed to finance its ownership share of 

investment.7 Equation (24) is the growth function, and equation (25) is the reduced form of 

the inequality index given by equation (11.b).  

Totally differentiating equations (22) and (23) and arranging in matrix form yields 

    -           -                -        +     +       ?         + 
|  Iu - Su          - SσK   | du      | -Iα      SβK    SβL     Sz - Iz      SφK  | dα 
|   -            +    |    =   |   -      +              +        +  | dβK 
| σKIu - SK,u   I - SK,σK  | dσK    |  -σKIα    SK,βK    0      SK,z- σKIz    SK,φK | dβL 
                                                                             dz 

                                                                                                       dφK 
 

The Jacobian matrix, |J|, is negative if saving is more responsive than investment to 

capacity utilization (σKIu  - SK,u < 0, Iu - Su < 0) and an increase in capitalists’ ownership 

share increases their financing obligation by more than their saving (I - SK,σK > 0).  

The full model is illustrated in Figure 11. The northwest quadrant shows the 

                                                           
7 The reason the Cambridge equation is often misinterpreted as an IS goods market equilibrium condition is 
that it is observationally equivalent with the IS in an economy where workers have a propensity to consume 
of unity and only capitalists save. That behavioral configuration has often been used in neo-Kaleckian models 
to simply the macroeconomic environment in order to focus on the aggregate demand impact of changes in 
the profit share. 
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inequality index function, while the southeast quadrant shows the growth function. The 

northeast quadrant shows the IS schedule and the ownership equilibrium schedule, denoted 

KK. The intersection of the two schedules determines the long run equilibrium rate of 

capacity utilization and capitalist-managers’ equilibrium ownership share (which is 

restricted to lie between 0 and 1). If workers save nothing, then capitalist-managers own 

the entire capital stock.  

Figure 11. Long run equilibrium in the neo-Kaleckian model.
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The IS schedule is negatively sloped.8 The logic is that increases in 

capitalist-managers’ ownership share increase aggregate saving, which reduces aggregate 

demand and necessitates a fall in capacity utilization to rebalance saving and investment. 

The KK schedule is positively sloped. The logic is that a higher capitalist-manager 

ownership share necessitates a higher level of capacity utilization to generate the income 

from which capitalist-managers can save to maintain their ownership share. The economy 
                                                           

8 The formal expressions for the slopes of the IS and KK schedules are given respectively by dσK/du|IS = 
SσK/[Iu – Su] < 0 and dσK/du|KK = [SKu- σKIu]/[I – SK,σK] > 0. 
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converges to the equilibrium by sliding along the IS schedule, gradually bringing saving 

rates to a position consistent with constant ownership shares. 

Table 8 shows the comparative statics. An increase in animal spirits (dα0 > 0) shifts 

the IS right. It also shifts the KK schedule (ownership equilibrium) right. The logic is 

capitalist-managers need additional income to finance increased investment and maintain 

their ownership share. Capacity utilization and growth unambiguously increase. However, 

the impact on ownership shares is ambiguous. If capitalist-managers have a high 

propensity to save (SK,φK large), the KK schedule shifts less because they need less 

additional income and their ownership share rises, as does inequality.  

Table 8. Long run comparative static responses for the neo-Kaleckian model.

dα0 dβK dβL dz dφK

du + - - ? -

dσK ? +/? - ? +

dg + - - ? -

dψ ? +/? - +/? +

du/dψ ? -/? + ? -

dg/dψ ? -/? + ? -

 

An increase in capitalist-managers propensity to save (dβK > 0) shifts both the IS 

and KK schedules left so that capacity utilization and growth fall. Their ownership share 

and inequality increase if |Iu - Su| > |σKIu - SK,u|. Capitalist-managers can increase their 

ownership share by saving more, and this increases inequality.  

An increase in workers’ propensity to save (dβL > 0) shifts the IS left, while the KK 

schedule is unaffected. Capacity utilization and growth fall, capitalist-managers’ 
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ownership share falls, and inequality falls. Workers can save their way to a greater 

ownership position but it comes at the cost of depressed conditions. This outcome is 

illustrated in Figure 12. 

Figure 12. Long run response to an increase in workers’ propensity to save (dβL > 0) in 
the neo-Kaleckian model.
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The effect of an increase in the profit share (dz > 0)is ambiguous regarding all 

variables. The wage-led (Sz - Iz > 0), conflictive (Sz - Iz > 0), profit-led (Sz - Iz < 0) 

distinction is important here. If the economy is wage-led or conflictive, the IS schedule will 

shift left as capacity utilization contracts. If it is profit-led, the IS schedule will shift right as 

capacity utilization increases. The direction of shift of the KK schedule is also impacted by 

the regime character. If the economy is wage-led, the KK shifts left as capitalist-managers’ 

saving increases due to a higher profit share but investment is little changed. Consequently, 

lower income is needed for capitalist-managers to save only an amount sufficient to 

maintain their existing ownership share. If the economy is conflictive or profit-led the KK 

schedule may shift right. As regards inequality, the inequality function in the northwest 

quadrant shifts left. If ownership shares are unchanged or if capitalist managers’ ownership 
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share increases, inequality will unambiguously increase. 

The final experiment is an increase in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill 

(dφK > 0) which is shown in Figure 13. The increase their wage share shifts the inequality 

index function left. It also shifts the IS and KK schedules left so that capacity utilization 

and growth fall, and capitalist-managers’ ownership share and inequality increase.9 In 

effect, an increase in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill is a recipe for stagnation 

with increased inequality, which is exactly what many countries are now experiencing. 

Figure 13. Long run response to an increase in capitalist-managers share of the wage 
bill (dφK > 0) in the neo-Kaleckian model.
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In sum, the long run neo-Kaleckian model allows for endogenous ownership 

shares. Changes in distributional parameters have both a direct and indirect effect. The 

direct effect is the immediate impact on income distribution and demand. The indirect 

effect is the induced impact on income distribution and demand that comes from changes in 

ownership shares caused by changed relative saving rates.  

                                                           
9 The impact on ownership is given by dσK/dφK = {[Iu - Su][SK,φK] - [σKIu - SK,u][SφK]}/|J| > 0 as SK,φK > SφK and |Iu - Su| 
> |σKIu - SK,u|. 
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In the long run model it is still the case that inequality per se has no impact on 

capacity utilization and growth. Instead, inequality, capacity utilization and growth are all 

impacted by common underlying factors regarding the pattern of income division. That 

generates co-movements in the variables that give the appearance of a functional 

relationship when there is none. Lastly, the relationship that is traced out by these 

co-movements can be positive or negative, depending on the underlying factor. Higher 

inequality can be associated with lower capacity utilization and slower growth, and it can 

also be associated with higher capacity utilization and faster growth. The nature of the 

relationship depends on the economic regime character and the underlying factor causing 

the change. 

7. Inequality and growth in the Cambridge model: the long-run 

In the basic neo-Kaleckian model the long-run endogenous variables are capacity 

utilization (u) and ownership shares (σK + σL = 1). In the Cambridge model capacity 

utilization is exogenously given as equal to the normal rate (u = u*) and the long-run 

endogenous variables are the profit share (z) and ownership shares (σK + σL = 1).  

The underlying economic logic of the long-run model is simple. Functional income 

distribution shares are determined in the goods market according to Kaldor’s (1955/56) 

Keynesian theory of income distribution, with the profit share adjusting to ensure 

aggregate demand equals normal rate of capacity utilization output. Relative saving rates 

of the two classes of household determines the evolution of household ownership shares. 

The economy is in long-run equilibrium when the goods market clears and Pasinetti’s 

(1962) Cambridge equation holds so that each class’ saving out of income is just sufficient 

to maintain its ownership share. 
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For a two household class economy the long run equilibrium conditions are given 

by 

     + +  +     +  +  +  + +  + 
(26) I(z, α0 , u*) = S(z, σK, φK, βK, βL, u*) 
       +  +  +     + +  +  +  + 
(27) σKI(z, α0 , u*) = SK(z, σK, φK, βK, u*) 
 
(28) g = I(z, α0 , u*) 
         +  +  + 
(29) ψ = Ψ(z, φK, σK) 
 
Signs above functional arguments represent signs of partial derivatives. The long run 

endogenous variables are the profit share (z), capitalist-managers’ ownership share (σK), 

the growth rate (g) and inequality (ψ). 

Equation (26) is the IS equation ensuring goods market clearing. Equation (27) is 

the Cambridge equation ensuring ownership equilibrium and has capitalist-managers 

saving the amount needed to finance their share of investment. Equation (28) is the 

accumulation and growth function, while equation (30) is the inequality index. 

The slopes of the IS and KK schedules are given respectively by 

dz/dσK|IS = SσK/[Iz – Sz] < 0 

dz/dσK|KK = [SK,σK - I]/[σKIz – SK,z] < 0 

The model is illustrated in Figure 14. The IS schedule is negatively sloped because an 

increase in the profit share increases saving and that requires a lower capitalist ownership 

share to reduce saving and maintain goods market equilibrium. The KK is negatively 

sloped because an increase in the ownership share means capitalist-managers receive more 
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profit income (which is based on the total capital stock) and the profit share must fall so 

they do not save more than is needed to finance their share of investment.10  

Figure 14. Long run equilibrium in the Cambridge model (ψ1 > ψ0).
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The KK schedule is drawn with a steeper absolute slope than the IS schedule. This 

is required for stability and can be understood as follows. Consider a point on the IS below 

the KK. Reading across to the KK, that profit share implies a higher equilibrium capitalist 

ownership shares, which means capitalists are saving more than needed to maintain their 

current ownership share. Capitalists’ ownership share starts to increase and the economy 

slides down the IS until the point of intersection with the KK, at which time general 

equilibrium is established. If the IS had a steeper absolute slope, the economy would be 

unstable as the dynamics would move it away from the intersection of the IS and KK 

schedules. 

The southwest quadrant of Figure 14 tracks out iso-iequality contours along which 

the inequality index is constant. The contours are negatively sloped as an increased profit 
                                                           

10 The slope of the KK schedule is counter-intuitive. As the profit share falls, capitalists’ equilibrium 
ownership share falls. The reason is because the profit rate drives accumulation. A lower profit share lowers 
the profit rate and accumulation, so that capitalists end up owning a larger share of a diminished capital stock. 
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share increases inequality, requiring a lower capitalist-manager ownership share to hold 

inequality constant. Contours closer to the origin are associated with lower levels of 

inequality. 

Totally differentiating equations (26) and (27) and arranging in matrix form yields 

  -            - 
| Iz - Sz        -SσK    |dz        |SφK     SβK    SβL     Su* - Iu*     -Iα0   | dφK  
|    -         +     | dσK    =  |                                         | dβK    
| σKIz - SK,z       I  - SK,σK|          |SK,φK   SK,βK   0     SK,u* - σKIu*   -σKIα0| dβL             
                                                                     du*  

                                                                                                       dα0 

 
The sign of the Jacobian matrix is |J| = [Iz - Sz][I -SK,σK] - [σKIz - SK,z][-SσK ] < 0.11  

We can now consider several different comparative static experiments and their 

impact on inequality and growth. The signings of these experiments are shown in Table 9. 

The first experiment is an increase in capitalist-managers’ wage share (dφK > 0). This shifts 

the IS schedule down and the KK schedule right so that the profit share falls (dz < 0) and 

capitalists’ ownership share increases (dσK > 0). The IS shifts down because the increase in 

capitalist-managers’ wage share increases aggregate saving and lowers AD, requiring a 

lower profit share to clear the goods market. The KK shifts right because capitalists must 

own a larger share of the capital stock for their required investment to absorb their 

saving.12 Growth falls because the lower profit share lowers the profit rate and rate of 

accumulation. However, the impact on income inequality is ambiguous. The increase in 

capitalists’ wage share (φK) and ownership share (σK) both increase inequality, but the fall 

in the profit share (z) lowers it. The ambiguity regarding the direction of change of 

                                                           
11 This assumes I - SK,σK > 0 so that an increase in capitalists’ ownership share increases their funding 
requirement by more than it increases their saving. The term [σKIz - SK,z] is negative because stability requires 
saving to be more sensitive to the profit share than investment. 
12 The formal signing of this effect is dσK/dφK = {[Iz - Sz][SK,φK]-[σKIz - SK,z][SφK]}/|J| > 0 because SK,φK > SφK 
and Iz - Sz  > σKIz - SK,z because Iz > σKIz and Sz < SK,z. 
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inequality is a feature of the Cambridge model and reflects a stabilizing aspect of the 

Cambridge economy. Structural changes that increase income inequality cause AD to fall, 

which unleashes adjustments that lower the profit share in accordance with Kaldor’s 

(1956) theory of income distribution. 

Table 9. Long run comparative static responses for the Cambridge model.

dα0 dβK dβL du* dφK

dz - - - - +

dσK + + + - +

dg - - - ?/+ +

dψ ? ? ? - +

du/dψ ? ? ? - ?

dg/dψ ? ? ? - +

 

The second experiment is an increase in capitalists’ propensity to save (dβK > 0). 

This shifts the IS down and shifts the KK right so that the profit share falls (dz < 0) and 

capitalists’ ownership share rise (dσK > 0). Higher capitalist saving reduces AD, causing 

the profit share to fall. Higher capitalist saving also requires a larger capitalist ownership 

share so that their investment funding obligation matches their higher saving. Once again, 

growth falls while the impact on inequality is ambiguous for the same reasons as before. 

The third experiment is an increase in workers’ propensity to save (dβL > 0). This 

shifts the IS down but the KK is unaffected. The profit share falls (dz < 0) because 

increased worker saving lowers AD. Rather surprisingly, capitalists’ ownership share 

increases (dσK > 0). The reason is a lower profit share lowers the profit rate and causes a 
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larger percentage decline in investment so that capitalists actually increase their share of 

ownership of the capital stock. Again, growth falls and the impact on inequality is 

ambiguous. 

The fourth experiment is an increase in the normal rate of capacity utilization (du*  

> 0). Assuming the Keynesian multiplier stability condition holds so that saving is more 

sensitive to capacity utilization than investment (Su* - Iu* > 0), the IS shifts down because of 

increased saving. The KK schedule also shifts down, so that the net result is that both the 

profit share and capitalists’ ownership share fall (dz < 0, dσK < 0). Higher capacity 

utilization raises saving which lowers the profit share. It also increases investment via the 

impact on the profit rate but capitalists’ ownership share falls because of their reduced 

share of total saving. Income inequality therefore unambiguously falls in response to a 

higher rate of normal capacity utilization. Assuming the initial positive capacity utilization 

– profit rate impact dominates the subsequent profit share – profit rate decline, 

accumulation and growth increase. Inequality and growth are negatively correlated. 

The fifth and final experiment is an increase in autonomous investment (dα0 > 0). 

This increases AD and shifts the IS up. It also shifts the KK up as the higher profit share 

enables capitalists’ to fund an increased share of the investment, which increases their 

ownership share. Growth increases because of the higher profit share and profit rate. Since 

both the profit share and capitalists’ ownership share increase (dz > 0, dσK > 0), inequality 

unambiguously increases. Growth and inequality are therefore positively correlated. 

Increases in normal capacity utilization and autonomous investment have 

differently signed impacts on inequality. Increased autonomous investment raises the 

profit share because it increases AD, and it also raises the profit rate and growth. Increased 
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capacity utilization lowers the profit share because it increases saving and lowers AD, but 

it also simultaneously raises the profit rate and growth. 

8. Taking stock: comparing the neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge models 

The previous sections have examined two core Post Keynesian models of growth and 

income distribution, showing the relationship between growth and inequality in both the 

short and long run. This section takes stock of the analysis and compares the models. 

Post Keynesians have historically focused on the functional distribution of income. 

Inequality is concerned with household income distribution. Linking the two requires 

adding the distribution of the wage bill and ownership shares.  

In both models there is need to distinguish between short and long run growth – 

inequality correlations. Short run analysis holds ownership shares constant so that 

household profit shares are fixed. Long run analysis allows ownership shares to vary. 

In both models inequality is a generated variable. Inequality per se does not 

therefore impact growth. Instead, growth and inequality are both impacted by underlying 

changes to the functional distribution of income, the distribution of the wage bill, and 

economic behaviors such as saving propensities. 

Despite both models being Post Keynesian, there are fundamental analytical 

differences. The Cambridge model is a full employment normal/capacity utilization model. 

That means there are no Keynesian AD effects on output, but there are AD effects on 

income distribution via Kaldor’s (1956) theory of income distribution. Since income 

distribution affects growth, that means AD affects growth. In the Cambridge model, the 

functional distribution of income is determined by the pressure of AD. It is Marshallian in 
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spirit and “power” is absent. However, power considerations can be introduced through the 

backdoor channel of having power impact the distribution of the wage bill (Palley, 2013). 

The neo-Kaleckian model is a less than full employment/variable capacity 

utilization model and there are Keynesian AD effects on output. The functional distribution 

of income is determined by power which impacts the mark-up. However, AD effects on 

income distribution can be introduced by having the mark-up depend on capacity 

utilization. Growth is affected by both power and AD since it depends on both functional 

income distribution and capacity utilization. 

In sum, normal versus variable capacity utilization is one key difference. A second 

difference is demand pressure versus power as the determinant of income distribution, 

though this difference can be blurred by amendments to each model. 

In both models there is no clear cut relation between growth and income inequality 

and the sign of the relation depends on the underlying change. For most experiments, the 

short run Cambridge model tends to suggest the economy is bound by a growth inequality 

trade-off because the profit share must increase to raise growth. The long run Cambridge 

model is ambiguous because of induced ownership share effects that may reverse the initial 

rise in inequality. The short run neo-Kaleckian model suggests increased growth is 

compatible with lower inequality, except for the profit-led regime.  

Both models suggest that increasing worker saving to reduce inequality is a bad 

idea as it lowers growth. In the Cambridge model, increased worker saving lowers AD, the 

profit rate and growth. In the neo-Kaleckian model it lowers AD, capacity utilization and 

growth.   
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Both models also suggest redistributing the wage bill from capitalist-managers to 

workers lowers inequality and increases growth. That is because it increases AD, raising 

the profit rate and growth in the Cambridge model, and raising capacity utilization and 

growth in the neo-Kaleckian model. Furthermore, in the neo-Kaleckian model, increasing 

workers’ share of the wage bill also inclines the economy to be wage-led (Palley, 2015a). 

That suggests policy should focus on reducing wage inequality, but that poses a political 

problem as such a policy is likely to divides the middle class from the working class 

(Palley, 2015b). 

More generally, the big take-away for policy is that there is no inevitable trade-off 

between growth and inequality. Instead, both models suggest it is possible to craft a policy 

mix that both increases growth and lowers inequality. 

Lastly, the fact that the sign of the growth – inequality locus varies across theories 

and within theories (i.e. depends on circumstance and cause of change), means 

econometric estimates of the relation require careful consideration. Single equation 

estimates of the growth – inequality relation are likely to be highly unreliable. Instead, it 

would be better to estimate separate growth and inequality equations that incorporate the 

deep structural factors influencing the endogenous variables, and then see how growth and 

inequality co-move in response to changes in those factors. An example of this structural 

estimation approach is provided by Belabed et al. (2013). 

9. Is there a causal role for inequality? 

The above analysis has emphasized that inequality and growth co-move, but inequality per 

se has no causal role. However, from another angle inequality is absolutely critical in 

producing the results of the neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge models. 
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The critical assumption in both models is that worker households have a higher 

propensity to spend and lower propensity to save than capitalist-manager households. That 

raises the question what is the microeconomic justification for this assumption, and it is 

here that inequality becomes critical. 

Palley (2010) presents a “relative permanent income” theory of consumption that 

synthesizes the consumption theories of Keynes (1936), Duesenberry (1948), and 

Friedman (1957). The key feature of the theory is that the share of permanent income 

devoted to consumption by a household is a negative function of household relative 

permanent income.  

Relative permanent income theory predicts patterns of consumption spending that 

are consistent with both long-run time series data for aggregate consumption and empirical 

findings from cross-section data showing high-income households have a higher 

propensity to save. It also explains why consumption inequality is less than income 

inequality. Furthermore, it explains why households with lower relative permanent income 

will tend to have a higher propensity to consume and a lower propensity to save. It 

therefore provides the micro-foundations for the consumption and saving behavior in the 

neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge models. 

Since worker households have lower relative permanent income, they have a higher 

propensity to consume and a lower propensity to save. Moreover, since wage income is 

disproportionately concentrated in such households, the average propensity to consume out 

of wage income exceeds that out of profit income. However, this is all conditional on the 

existence of inequality which gives rise to different relative household permanent income. 

Absent such inequality, all households would have the same propensity to consume and 
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save and the pattern of relations observed between inequality, capacity utilization and 

growth would evaporate. That makes inequality per se absolutely critical to the 

neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge models, but it is causal in a subterranean manner rather than 

having a direct impact on growth and capacity utilization. 

 Lastly, permanent relative income theory makes the distinction between worker 

and capitalist households unnecessary. Instead, the economy consists of high income and 

low income households, and it is that income distinction that generates different 

consumption and saving behavior. Class distinctions can still matter, but they concern 

explanations of political understanding and interest rather than consumption and saving 

behavior.  

10. Conclusion: extending the model to a multi-class economy 

Finally, in principle it is possible to extend the neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge models to a 

multi-class economy. Palley (2015b) presents a three class neo-Kaleckian model with 

capitalists, managers, and workers. The key feature is that capitalists and managers save 

and own the capital stock, while workers consume all their income and own nothing. 

Additionally, capitalists only receive profit income whereas managers receive both profit 

and wage income. In terms of the US economy, capitalists are identified with the one 

percent, managers constitute the middle class that has an ownership stake and represent the 

next nineteen percent, and workers represent the bottom eighty percent. 

A three class model of the economy allows for richer measures of inequality. The 

one percent inequality index would be given by 

(26) ψ1 = yK/[yM + yW ] 

The twenty-eighty percent inequality index would be given by 
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(27) ψ20 = [yK + yM]/yW  

From a theoretical perspective, a multi-class model adds greatly to analytical 

complexity and adds little to understanding the process determining growth and 

distribution. Instead, the major benefit is enriching the political economy of capitalist 

economies, making clear the ambivalent interests of the middle class which has shared 

interests and conflicts with both capitalists and workers. On one hand, as a property 

owning class, the middle class has an interest in a higher profit share, which aligns it with 

the capitalist class against the working class. On the other hand, as wage income recipients, 

the middle class has an alignment with the working class to achieve a bigger wage share. 

However, it is also directly in conflict with the working class over the division of the wage 

bill between the two classes. 

Lastly, Kalecki (1970) argued capitalists also receive wage income (e.g. CEO pay) 

which should be treated as a deduction from the profit share. In that case, the middle class 

has a double conflict with the capitalist class over the CEO pay deduction from profits and 

increased profit share at the expense of wage share. The middle class also has a double 

conflict with the working class over the division of the wage bill and the negative effect of 

an increased wage share on the profit share. How, the middle class sides politically likely 

depends significantly on its perception of these economic conflicts of interest and the 

relative size of the stakes. 
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	1. Introduction: the new research agenda of inequality
	Bhaduri and Marglin’s (B&M, 1990) paper, “Unemployment and the real wage: the economic basis for contesting political ideologies”, has become a Post Keynesian classic. Building on earlier work by Rowthorn (1982), Taylor (1983), and Dutt (1984), B&M in...
	B&M’s analytical focus was the impact of the real wage and the wage share on unemployment and growth, which has long been a central concern of macroeconomics. The traditional macroeconomic frame has classical economists claiming that a higher real wag...
	The focus on real wages and the wage share reflected the political economy concerns of the 1970s and 1980s. This was a period of significant labor – capital conflict, marked by the rise of neoliberalism which aimed to tame labor and shift the distribu...
	This paper explores the relationship between income inequality and growth, using a modified version of the B&M model developed by Palley (2005, 2014a, 2015a, 2015b). The B&M model only addresses issues concerning the functional distribution of income ...
	The paper explores the different channels of impact of income distribution on growth and inequality in the neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge growth models, which are the two core Post Keynesian growth models. For each model, the paper analyzes the impact of...
	The relationship between growth and inequality can be negative or positive, depending on the economy’s characteristics. Contrary to widespread claims, inequality per se does not impact growth. Instead, both growth and inequality are impacted by change...
	2. The structure of income distribution and inequality
	The starting point of the analysis is the structure of income distribution. Figure 1 describes the structure of income distribution in the B&M model. Income is divided into profits and wages, with the profit and wage share being determined by firms’ m...
	Figure 2 describes an alternative structure of income and wealth distribution as used by Palley (2005, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a, 2015b). There are two critical changes from Figure 1. First, capitalists are identified as capitalist-managers and they receive...
	The equations of income, income distribution, and wealth ownership are as follows:
	(1) Y = W + Π
	(2) W = [1-z]Y
	(3) Π = zY
	(4) φK + φL = 1                  0 < φK < 1, 0 < φL < 1
	(5) σK + σL = 1                  σK > σL, φK < φL , σK > φK, σL < φL
	Y = income, W = wage bill, Π = profits, z = profit share of income, φK = capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill, φL = workers’ share of the wage bill, σK = capitalist-managers’ ownership share, and σL = workers’ ownership share. The inequality re...
	The worker household and capitalist-manager household share of income distribution are given respectively by
	(6) yW = [φLW + σLΠ]/Y
	(7) yK = [φKW + σKΠ]/Y
	yW = worker household income share, yK = capitalist-manager household income share. Equations (6) and (7) can be viewed as describing the personal distribution of income in an economy with two types of household.
	By appropriate substitution, using equations (1) – (7), it can then be shown
	(8) yW + yK = 1
	(9) yW = φL[1 – z] + σLz
	(10) yK = φK[1 – z] + σKz
	Equations (9) and (10) determine the personal distribution of income in Figure 2. They contrast with the personal distribution of income in Figure 1 which is given by
	(9.a) yW = [1 – z]
	(10.a) yK = z
	Worker household income share is equal to the wage share, while capitalist-manager household income share is equal to the profit share. In the B&M model the personal distribution of income is therefore identical to the functional distribution of income.
	The next step is to define income inequality which, for a two type household economy, is defined as the ratio of household incomes and is given by
	(11) ψ = yK/yW
	ψ = index of income inequality. For a given level of total income, increased capitalist household income raises income inequality, while increased worker household income lowers income inequality. For the B&M model, income inequality is given by
	(11.a) ψ = z/[1 – z]
	The functional distribution of income uniquely determines the level of income inequality. For the Palley model, income inequality is given by
	(11.b) ψ ={φK[1 – z] + σKz}/{φL[1 – z] + σLz}
	Now, income inequality depends on the functional distribution of income, the division of the wage bill, and the ownership distribution of the capital stock.
	Table 1 shows the signs of the comparative static responses of the index of income inequality with respect to changes in the underlying parameters determining income inequality. These signings use the restrictions imposed earlier on ownership and wage...
	3. Inequality and growth in the neo-Kaleckian model: the short run
	The next step is specification of the neo-Kaleckian growth model, which is given by
	(12) I/K = I = α0 + α1u + α2z + α3π             α0 > 0, α1 > 0, α2 > 0, α3 > 0
	(13) π = zu
	(14) S = SK + SL
	(15) SK = βK{[1-φL][1-z]u + [1-σL]zu}                     0 < βL < βK < 1
	(16) SL = βL{φL[1-z]u + σLzu}                               0 < βL < 1
	(17) I = S
	(18) g = I/K
	I = investment, K = capital stock, u = capacity utilization rate (Y/K), π = profit rate (Π/K), S = aggregate saving per unit of capital, SK = capitalist-managers’ saving per unit of capital, SL = workers’ saving per unit of capital, βK = capitalist-ma...
	Equation (12) determines the rate of capital accumulation which is a positive function of capacity utilization, the profit share and the profit rate. The inclusion of both a profit share and a profit rate effect is necessary to ensure that the economy...
	Equation (13) determines the profit rate which equals the product of the profit share and the rate of capacity utilization. The profit share is assumed to be determined in accordance with Kaleckian distribution theory and is a positive function of fir...
	Combing equations (14), (15), and (16) yields:
	(19) S = βL{φL[1-z]u + σLzu} + βK{[1-φL][1-z]u + [1-σL]zu}
	Differentiating (19) with respect to z, φL, and σL yields
	dS/dz = [βL - βK][σL - φL]u > 0
	dS/dφL = [βL - βK][1-z]u < 0
	dS /dσL = [βL - βK]zu < 0
	An increase in the profit share increases aggregate saving. As workers receive a smaller share of profits than they do of wages (σL < φL), a higher profit share transfers income from workers to capitalist-managers, and the latter have a higher propens...
	The B&M neo-Kaleckian growth model has three regimes: wage-led, conflictive, and profit-led. These regimes refer to the impact of an exogenous change in the profit share. In a wage-led regime, a higher profit share lowers capacity utilization and grow...
	The full expression for the IS schedule is derived from equations (12), (17) and (19) and is given by
	(20) α0 + α1u + α2z + α3zu = βL{φL[1-z]u + σLzu} + βK{[1-φL][1-z]u + [1-σL]zu}
	Its slope is:
	dz/du = [Su – Iu]/[Iz – Sz] ={βL{φL[1 - z] + σLz} + βK{[1 - φL][1 - z]+[1 - σL]z} - α1 - α3z}/
	{α2 + {α3 - βL{σL - φL} - βK{[1 - σL] -[1 - φL]}}u} The slope depends on all three distributional parameters (z, φL, and σL). If the Keynesian multiplier stability condition (Su – Iu > 0) holds, the numerator is positiv...
	We are now in a position to examine the relationship between growth and inequality. The first step is to examine the relationship in the short run, which is defined as a situation in which ownership shares of the capital stock are exogenously given. L...
	Figure 3 describes a wage-led economy. The northeast quadrant shows a relatively flat negatively sloped IS schedule (equation (20)) and profit share function (equation (13)) which is denoted PP. For simplicity, the profit share is assumed to be exogen...
	The model and Figure 3 can now be used to understand the relationship between inequality and growth. The first experiment is an increase in aggregate demand growth due to a lower capitalist-manager propensity to save (βK) or a lower worker propensity ...
	The second experiment is an increase in aggregate demand growth due to improved animal spirits (α0). Once again this shifts the IS right but it also shifts the growth function in the southeast quadrant. Consequently, growth increases even more due to ...
	The third experiment is an increase in the profit share due to increase in the price mark-up. Such an increase may be due to either increased firm monopoly power or decreased worker bargaining power. As illustrated in Figure 5, this shifts up the PP f...
	A fourth set of experiments concerns the effect on growth and inequality of an increases in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill (φK) and ownership share(σK), which is equivalent to a reduction in workers’ share of the wage bill (φL) and owners...
	Similar experiments can be conducted for conflictive and profit-led economies. In a conflictive economy the IS schedule remains negatively sloped but the absolute value of the slope is greater. In a profit-led economy the IS schedule is positively slo...
	A higher profit share increases inequality in all regimes, but its impact on capacity utilization and growth varies. In a wage-led regime it lowers both capacity utilization and growth. In a conflictive regime it lowers capacity utilization and raises...
	Lastly, a critical feature revealed by the above analysis is that inequality per se does not impact either growth or capacity utilization. Mathematically speaking, the inequality index does not appear as an argument in the reduced form expressions for...
	Instead, inequality and growth are both impacted by common underlying structural factors determining the pattern of income payments (i.e. the mark-up and profit share, wage shares, and ownership shares) which cause co-movements that create the appeara...
	Furthermore, the sign of the slope of the locus can change as it depends on the underlying impact factors causing the co-movement of inequality and growth. It also depends on the regime character. That means to talk of inequality negatively impacting ...
	4. Adding wage- and profit-squeeze effects to the neo-Kaleckian model
	So far it has been assumed that the profit share and mark-up are exogenous. This section endogenizes them and links the issue of inequality to the concepts of wage- and profit-squeeze. This helps further understand why the empirical relationship betwe...
	There is an earlier 1970s Marxist literature (see for example Weiskopf, 1979) that framed the income distribution conflict in terms of profit-squeeze. This can be joined with the notion of wage-squeeze and both can incorporated into the neo-Kaleckian ...
	(21) z = Z(m(u, λ))    Zm > 0, mu > 0 if u < u*, mu = 0 if u = u*, mu < 0 if u > u*, mλ < 0
	λ = exogenous factor positively affecting firms’ product market monopoly power or labor market bargaining power. This formulation is illustrated in Figure 7.
	At low rates of capacity utilization the profit share is a positive function of capacity utilization, which generates a wage-squeeze zone. At high levels of capacity utilization the profit share is a negative function of capacity utilization, which ge...
	A concave non-linear profit function has important implications for the relationship between growth and inequality. At low rates of capacity utilization, stronger demand conditions (dα0 > 0, dβK < 0, dβL < 0) shift the IS right, which raises capacity ...
	Graphically, as shown in the southwest quadrant of Figure 7, effect of a including wage- and profit-squeeze effects via a concave profit share function is to make the growth – inequality locus backward-bending in all regimes. The important implication...
	An increase in firms’ power (dλ > 0) shifts the profit share function (PP) up; shifts the inequality index function (ΨΨ) left; shifts the accumulation function (GG) down: and shifts the growth - inequality locus left. This experiment is analogous to t...
	The concave profit share function also complicates the impact of an increase in capitalist-managers’ wage share or ownership share, rendering the impact on inequality potentially ambiguous. An increase in either (dφK > 0, dσK > 0) shifts the IS left, ...
	5. Inequality and growth in the Cambridge model: the short run
	Neo-Kaleckian growth theory assumes capacity utilization is endogenous. In contrast, Cambridge growth theory (Pasinetti, 1962) assumes capacity utilization reverts to a normal rate (u*) that is determined by structural factors such as the nature of pr...
	The equations of the model (equations (12) – (18)) are unchanged, but z is endogenous while u is exogenous and equal to the normal rate of capacity utilization. The model is illustrated in Figure 8. The northeast panel shows the saving and investment ...
	The exogenous variables are α0, βK, βL, φK, σK, and u. The effect of an increase in firms’ animal spirits (dα0 > 0) is shown in Figure 9. The investment function shifts right, raising the equilibrium rate of accumulation and growth. In the goods marke...
	An increase in the propensity to save (dβK > 0, dβL > 0) shifts the saving function right, lowers the profit share, lowers inequality, and lowers accumulation and growth. The profit share falls because reduced output demand lowers the mark-up.
	An increase in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill (dφK > 0) increases saving and shifts the saving function right, as shown in Figure 10. That lowers the profit share and reduces the rate of accumulation and growth. The effect on inequality i...
	Lastly, an increase in the rate of normal capacity utilization (du > 0) is akin to an increase in the economy’s supply capacity. If saving is more sensitive to income than investment, in accordance with the Keynesian expenditure multiplier stability ...
	In sum, as in the neo-Kaleckian model, inequality per se does not impact growth. Rather, both inequality and growth are impacted by common factors. Furthermore, as shown by inspection of Table 7, inequality and growth tend to be positively correlated,...
	6. Inequality and growth in the neo-Kaleckian model: the long run
	Thus far, the analysis has been of a medium run character in that ownership shares have been held constant. However, ownership shares will change over time if households have differential saving rates.
	Building on earlier work by Dutt (1990), Palley (2012) analyzes the role of wealth and wealth distribution in the neo-Kaleckian model. In long-run equilibrium each group must be saving enough to finance a share of capital accumulation equal to its own...
	For a two class economy the long run equilibrium conditions are given by
	+ +  +    +  +  +  +  +
	(22) I(u, α0 , z) = S(u, σK, φK, βK, βL)
	+ +  +     +  + +   +
	(23) σK I(u, α0 , z) = SK(u, σK, φK, βK)
	(24) g = I(u, α0 , z)
	+ +  +
	(25) ψ = Ψ(z, φK, σK)
	Signs above functional arguments represent the signs of the partial derivatives. The long run endogenous variables are capacity utilization (u), capitalist-managers’ ownership share (σK). The growth rate (g), and inequality (ψ).
	Equation (22) is the equation of the IS schedule that ensures goods market equilibrium. Equation (23) is the Cambridge equation for an economy is which capitalist-managers also receive labor income (i.e. managerial pay). The Cambridge equation is ofte...
	Totally differentiating equations (22) and (23) and arranging in matrix form yields
	-           -                -        +     +       ?         +
	|  Iu - Su          - SσK   | du      | -Iα      SβK    SβL     Sz - Iz      SφK  | dα
	|   -            +    |    =   |   -      +              +        +  | dβK
	| σKIu - SK,u   I - SK,σK  | dσK    |  -σKIα    SK,βK    0      SK,z- σKIz    SK,φK | dβL
	dz
	dφK
	The Jacobian matrix, |J|, is negative if saving is more responsive than investment to capacity utilization (σKIu  - SK,u < 0, Iu - Su < 0) and an increase in capitalists’ ownership share increases their financing obligation by more than their saving (...
	The full model is illustrated in Figure 11. The northwest quadrant shows the inequality index function, while the southeast quadrant shows the growth function. The northeast quadrant shows the IS schedule and the ownership equilibrium schedule, denote...
	The IS schedule is negatively sloped.7F  The logic is that increases in capitalist-managers’ ownership share increase aggregate saving, which reduces aggregate demand and necessitates a fall in capacity utilization to rebalance saving and investment. ...
	Table 8 shows the comparative statics. An increase in animal spirits (dα0 > 0) shifts the IS right. It also shifts the KK schedule (ownership equilibrium) right. The logic is capitalist-managers need additional income to finance increased investment a...
	An increase in capitalist-managers propensity to save (dβK > 0) shifts both the IS and KK schedules left so that capacity utilization and growth fall. Their ownership share and inequality increase if |Iu - Su| > |σKIu - SK,u|. Capitalist-managers can ...
	An increase in workers’ propensity to save (dβL > 0) shifts the IS left, while the KK schedule is unaffected. Capacity utilization and growth fall, capitalist-managers’ ownership share falls, and inequality falls. Workers can save their way to a great...
	The effect of an increase in the profit share (dz > 0)is ambiguous regarding all variables. The wage-led (Sz - Iz > 0), conflictive (Sz - Iz > 0), profit-led (Sz - Iz < 0) distinction is important here. If the economy is wage-led or conflictive, the I...
	The final experiment is an increase in capitalist-managers’ share of the wage bill (dφK > 0) which is shown in Figure 13. The increase their wage share shifts the inequality index function left. It also shifts the IS and KK schedules left so that capa...
	In sum, the long run neo-Kaleckian model allows for endogenous ownership shares. Changes in distributional parameters have both a direct and indirect effect. The direct effect is the immediate impact on income distribution and demand. The indirect eff...
	In the long run model it is still the case that inequality per se has no impact on capacity utilization and growth. Instead, inequality, capacity utilization and growth are all impacted by common underlying factors regarding the pattern of income divi...
	7. Inequality and growth in the Cambridge model: the long-run
	In the basic neo-Kaleckian model the long-run endogenous variables are capacity utilization (u) and ownership shares (σK + σL = 1). In the Cambridge model capacity utilization is exogenously given as equal to the normal rate (u = u*) and the long-run ...
	The underlying economic logic of the long-run model is simple. Functional income distribution shares are determined in the goods market according to Kaldor’s (1955/56) Keynesian theory of income distribution, with the profit share adjusting to ensure ...
	For a two household class economy the long run equilibrium conditions are given by
	+ +  +     +  +  +  + +  +
	(26) I(z, α0 , u*) = S(z, σK, φK, βK, βL, u*)
	9. Is there a causal role for inequality?
	The above analysis has emphasized that inequality and growth co-move, but inequality per se has no causal role. However, from another angle inequality is absolutely critical in producing the results of the neo-Kaleckian and Cambridge models.
	The critical assumption in both models is that worker households have a higher propensity to spend and lower propensity to save than capitalist-manager households. That raises the question what is the microeconomic justification for this assumption, a...
	Palley (2010) presents a “relative permanent income” theory of consumption that synthesizes the consumption theories of Keynes (1936), Duesenberry (1948), and Friedman (1957). The key feature of the theory is that the share of permanent income devoted...
	Relative permanent income theory predicts patterns of consumption spending that are consistent with both long-run time series data for aggregate consumption and empirical findings from cross-section data showing high-income households have a higher pr...
	Since worker households have lower relative permanent income, they have a higher propensity to consume and a lower propensity to save. Moreover, since wage income is disproportionately concentrated in such households, the average propensity to consume...
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